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FACTORISATION OF RSA-220 WITH CADO-NFS
SHI BAI, PIERRICK GAUDRY, ALEXANDER KRUPPA, EMMANUEL THOME´ AND PAUL ZIMMERMANN
Abstract. We give details of the factorization of RSA-220 with CADO-NFS. This is a new record
computation with this open-source software.
We report on the factorization of RSA-220 (220 decimal digits), which is the 3rd largest integer
factorization with the General Number Field Sieve (GNFS), after the factorization of RSA-768 (232
digits) in December 2009 [3], and that of 3697 + 1 (221 digits) in February 2015 by NFS@home.
1. Polynomial Selection
Polynomial selection started in December 2013. We used the following degree-6 polynomial:
f(x) = 102261713400x6
+ 27234181594909908x5
− 99308044351117064845850x4
− 21562003075094690166463658097x3
+ 11805000184948451601984776362928407x2
+ 630615566214319854581092023097648620621x
− 5731687294699023376520487979709450216291525
with 6 real roots, skewness 330880, Murphy’s α = −9.12, and Murphy E-value 7.96 · 10−13 — with
parameters Bf = 5 · 108, Bg = 2.5 · 108, and area 1.1 · 1018 — together with the linear polynomial
g(x) = 5030366557070505269159x− 52974922542293279416678326382248522.
This polynomial pair was found in March 2014.
When the sieving was almost done, we found a slightly better polynomial pair with the new
algorithm from [1]:
f(x) = 85241880x6
− 793823840976030x5
− 6158242858878683215870x4
+ 4325863081534962518477900399x3
+ 62580417337216766076810348853218424x2
+ 39075432077496839033383105327015980460420x
− 93992354401369774621859099268670517220242998848
g(x) = 3102467199990632324033x− 207380169773193281348799494738847537,
with 4 real roots, skewness 3129987, Murphy’s α = −9.17, and Murphy E-value 8.27 · 10−13 with
same parameters as above.
Date: May 10th, 2016.
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2. Sieving
Sieving started in May 2014. We used as factor base bound 500, 000, 000 on the rational side,
800, 000, 000 on the algebraic side, 234 as large prime bound on both sides, with up to two large
primes on the rational side and three on the algebraic side. We used a sieving region of 231 (I = 16)
like for the factorization of RSA-768.
We used lattice sieving, with special-q’s on the algebraic side, and special-q range of 800M-3200M.
The average number of relations per special-q dropped from 18.2 at 800M to 11.7 at 3200M, while
the average time per relation increased from 5.87s to 9.22s.
In September 2014, we had collected 1,559,374,529 raw relations. We estimate to 370 CPU years
the total sieving time (most of the computers used for sieving were Intel Xeons E5-2650 running
at 2Ghz).
3. Filtering
The 1,559,374,529 raw relations gave 1,170,018,015 unique relations (i.e., 25% of duplicates).
After removing singletons, we had a matrix with about 613M rows, and an initial excess of about
19M. After the “clique removal” strategy from [2], it remained about 496M rows and columns with
an excess of 160, and an average weight of 18.48 per row.
In the merge phase, we merged ideals of weight up to 25. The final matrix had about 127M
rows and columns, with an average of 175 non-zero coefficients per row. This average density was
selected among several (125, 150, 175, 200), based on which gave the best projected linear algebra
timings.
4. Linear Algebra
The linear algebra was started on October 8, 2014. The block Wiedemann algorithm has been
used, using four sequences of 64-bit vectors (more precisely, blocking parameters m = 512 and
n = 256 have been used for the algorithm).
The first phase (krylov) ended on October 20. Four parallel runs of 8-node jobs were used (one
for each sequence), each node running on 16 cores. Inter-node communication is achieved with
OpenMPI, using Infiniband FDR 56 Gbps interconnect. The core operation of the krylov phase,
which is the product of the sparse matrix by a vector of 64-bit entries, required 1.39 seconds of
wall-clock time on 8 nodes, and was run repeatedly 786,432 times for each sequence.
The second phase (lingen) was run in January 2016, and took 42 hours, parallelized on 56
cores (on average, the CPU utilization was 2600%). The memory required was 400 GB. The delay
in running the lingen is due to the code improvements which were a necessary condition for
completing the calculation.
The last phase (mksol) was run from April 26 to May 6, 2016, producing 256 kernel vectors
(spanning a kernel subspace of dimension 192).
5. Characters and Square Root
The characters program was run on May 9, 2016, and gave 146 dependencies. We ran 16
dependencies on May 10, on 16 nodes with 64GB of RAM. Nine of the dependencies gave non-
trivial factors.
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6. Conclusion
The factorization of RSA-220 is n = p · q where
p = 68636564122675662743823714992884378001308422399791648446212449933215410
614414642667938213644208420192054999687
q = 32929074394863498120493015492129352919164551965362339524626860511692903
493094652463337824866390738191765712603
have both 110 digits.
The prime factors of p± 1 and q ± 1 are:
p− 1 = 2 · 13 · 43 · 28193842369532636782383767843087334604038997195313 · p58
p+ 1 = 23 · 32 · 7 · 1249 · 554875542120030541865991790858142414985052193 · p60
q − 1 = 2 · 169219 · 543519485463084901 · 52057548312320557 · 10794188103674435582857519 · p45
q + 1 = 22 · 32 · 277 · 187027 · 1975255839936851567 · 121716626548851165579146639448966958147 · p44
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